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24 FRANCE 24 | NOVEMBER 03, 2018 A US
government committee decided Wednesday
that Huawei should be excluded from US 5G
networks, heightening tensions between the
world’s two biggest economies. But the move

was also a win for China, which has long
argued that the US has no basis for siding with

one of its regional rivals. Wednesday’s vote
led to the US imposing sanctions on two

Chinese citizens, a move that was expected to
spook Beijing. The Committee on Foreign

Investment (CFIUS), chaired by the Treasury
secretary, has been weighing in on American

networks’ use of equipment from Chinese
companies, including Huawei. Its decision was
strongly expected to exclude any 5G contracts
involving the Chinese equipment maker. The
lawmakers argue that allowing the Chinese to

build secure networks would put American
jobs and national security at risk. Beijing has

long argued that the United States has no
business in deciding which companies can and

cannot help its businesses implement
networks. The CFIUS vote has already taken
its toll on Huawei, which has already seen its
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share price hit by as much as 15% since the
possible ban was announced, after falling by
nearly 30% on Tuesday. Some Chinese said

they wanted US companies to share the
burden of the decision, and that the fines and
bans were just as damaging to US technology

companies as to Huawei. In a bid to bolster
Beijing’s position, foreign media noted that

the US decision comes at a time when China
has been urging the United States to hold

talks to resolve their bitter trade row. Huawei
has repeatedly insisted c6a93da74d
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